
Recording identification according to ISRC

What is ISRC ?

ISRC  is international recording code. It has 12-seat alphanumeric code which identifies phonograms and video clips.

Purposes of ISRC

ISRC is engaged for identifying individual phonograms and video clips on Czech and abroad trade.

How to allocate ISRC?

ISRC is consisting from:

1) State code – all recordings produced in Czech Republic have fixed state code – CZ

2) Producer code  – this code is allocated by Intergram based on producer’s request
Attantion : producer of phonograms and producers of video clips have to different producer codes 

3) Year code – this code concerns from last two digits of the year when the recording is produced

4) Recording code – this code is five-digit row which is allocated by the producer

Each producer has to ensure that all ISRCs, which the producer allocates to its recordings, are unique. Each producer is obliged to file the list of
these allocated ISRC. The producer has to do appropriate steps for technical attaching allocated ISRC to the produced recordings. ISRC is integral
part of each recording.

How to apply for the ISRC code assignment?
 In order to assign the ISRC code of the producer there is a need to fill in a form which you can download directly from our website (Application for the
Recording protocol
 As each phonogram or video clip can be written up into the international ISRC database, it is necessary to fill in properly the Recording protocol –
Recording identification in accordance with ISRC and send this filled in protocol to Intergram. These recording protocols are filled in by producers and
participating performers together. These recoding protocols are important document for distribution of remuneration collected for broadcasting and
public performance in Czech Republic too.

* In the case of any questions, please, contact Mr Michal Krejčiřík on phone:  221 871 932
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